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 Americans have no idea what is going to happen to this great, free, and 

wonderful country.  For centuries America has been blessed and prosperous.  

America, the land of the free and the home of the brave is changing right before 

our very eyes.  Each decade America has gradually eroded its relationship with 

God. It has become the land of confusion, greed, corruption, political dishonesty, 

sexual immorality, murder, increasing lawlessness, and has lost its love for God.  

 Soon Christians will be hated, despised, and challenged to end all religious 

activities. The next challenge in America for the church will be that of 

homosexuals wanting to put an end to preaching the gospel of Christ.  Preachers 

are going to be challenged for refusing to marrying homosexuals, and not 

embracing them as participants of the church.  Why is all of this happening to our 

country?  Simply because Satan is here and now focusing on changing America as 

a world leader into a one world order.   

 In order for a one world union to take place, the economy as the strength of a 

nation must collapse.  America is in debt to nations around the world.  Our 

currency has no great value anymore.  America has collapsed and is ready for the 

new world order Satan is setting up.  We are no longer the financial leader in 

banking, clothing, food, or the auto industry.  We are the leader now in importing 

all our products.  America is no longer in control of its industry, but has united 

with globalization.  Our country is almost totally dependent on other nations for 

manufacturing, and borrowing money financially to build our economy. 

 Don’t be fooled, there will never be enough jobs for people and our 

government knows it.  America is going to explode in poverty and chaos because it 

will lose its freedom.  Satan has already begun laying the foundation for 
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government control and rule.  Christians must walk in the knowledge of God as the 

signs of the end times are revealed.  Know that these signs mean preparation for 

the return of Christ.  Many Christians won’t adjust their lifestyles, nor do they 

believe Christ is preparing the church through these last days of wickedness.  The 

sign will be the love of many will become cold.  Evil minds and perversions will 

increase in our society.  Pay close attention to how evil will increase and how it 

will be overlooked.  Watch the death rates through murder and suicide.  Hatred 

towards God and the desire to remove Him from the system of our country will 

escalate in the coming years.  Satan has already formed atheist groups to challenge 

our judicial system to remove God from everything, the same way they got prayer 

out of the schools.  Now look at the murderous attacks on schools with guns and 

gang violence and it is in our schools to stay.  Children will face violence and it 

will get out of control because Satan wants to rule the educational system.   

America is no longer made up of just black and white Americans.  It has 

become a racially-mixed country.  People from all over the world live here now 

with different beliefs and this has changed the culture of our nation.  America has 

blended in with what has been created, globalization.  America is now a part of a 

growing system, and that is one world order.  Soon a new leader will arrive to lead 

the world.  He will be called the Anti-Christ.  Satan will create this leader and the 

world will love him until he changes on them with his evil ways (Revelation 

chapter 13). 

My warning to all Christians is to watch and pray for the day of the Lord is 

nearing. 

 

 

       Bishop Larry H. Jordan, Sr., D.D. 

 


